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SXTE EVALUATION TEAN GUIDELINES

C. 1 GOAL

This Appendix describes guidelines for the Site Evaluation Team during

SXP walkdown inspections of Diablo Canyon Power Plant. Unusual or

special situations not addressed by this guideline may, at the discretion

of the Team, be documented on the Interaction Documentation Sheet (XDS).

The Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) Seismically-Xnduced Systems

Xnteraction Program (SIGIP) is described in References (1), (2), and

(3). The major element of the Program is visual onsite evaluation of

those structures, systems, and components identified as targets for the
N

I

SXSXP. This document, together with the target criter'ia and source

acceptance criter'ia (SXSIP Nanual-Reference 2, Appendices A and B

respectively), defines the sources and targets to be evaluated by the

SISXP S ite Evaluat ion Team.

The Safety Evaluation Report (SER, Reference 3) and PGandE's August 1980

Program Description (Reference 1) were not intended to restrict the

judgment of the SISIP Site Evaluation Team with regard to the postulation

of interactions. This document describes more precisely those areas of

concern identified by any Site Evaluation Team member that may or may not

be within the Program scope as defined in the SER and provide additional

guidance with respect to the postulating of seismically-induced

interactions.

C-1
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The Diablo Canyon Power Plant incorporates the results of many other

programs. Because the plant is subject to previous and ongoing studies,

programs. and regulatory requirements, the SIP source scope is defined so

as to minimize overlap with these other programs.

C.2 REGULATORY BASIS

Section 1.3 of the Diablo Canyon Safety Evaluation Report, Supplement ll,
makes the tollowing references to source scope:

"The stated objective of PGandE's program is to establish confidence

that when subjected to seismic events of,severity up to and including

this postulated 7.5M Hosgri event. structures, systems, and

components important to safety shall not be prevented from performing

their intended safety functions as a result of physical interactions

caused by seismically-induced failure of nonsafety-related

structures. systems, or components."

In addition, Section 1.3 states:

"All nonsafety-related structures, systems, and components are

defined as sources."

Revision 4 of the "Description of the Systems Interaction Program for

Seismically-Induced Events, Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2" is a

PGandE-prepared document from which the NRC prepared their SER, Section

4.1 of the Program Description contains the following claritications

regarding source scope:

0103 L/0175P 5
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"Seismically induced physical interactions include any and all

credible failures or adverse behavior of non-safety related

structures, systems, or components. The credibility will be based on

conservative technical judgement of experienced engineers. In the

identification stage of the program, the instructions are to identify

any doubtful or controversial cases for detailed evaluation.

"Interaction between two safety-related items which are qualified to

withstand the postulated 7.5.tl Hosgri earthquake is not deemed

credible and is therefore not explicitly part of the program. If,
however. in the course of the program, some design or construction

oversight is observed, it will be evaluated and corrected.

"Interactions which may be caused by other than seismic effects on

non-safety related structures, systems, and components (such as human

errors) have been and are being investigated in other studies and are

not explicitly included in the Systems Interaction Program for

Seismically-Induced fvents.

"Sources of interactions by pipe rupture of high energy and medium

energy piping systems need not be considered in this program as a

piping failure because previous safety programs consistent with the

requirements of NRC Regulatory Guide 1.46 and the studies referenced

in Subsection 3.6 of the Diablo Canyon Final Safety Analysis Report

)and;( related documents have resulted in provisions being made to

accommodate postulated pipe rupture."
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Section 4.3 of the Program Description states:

"Sources of detrimental interactions are any non-safety related

structures, systems. or components which. by their proximity to

safety-related structures. systems, and components and the absence of

defensible seismic qualification, may physically interact through

mechanical, electrical, or fluid means to degrade the plant safety

features. Sources are considered singly and in credible combination

with other sources.

"Structures, systems, and components important to safety are not
I

sources by virtue of their seismic qualification."

C. 3 INTERACTION SOURCES

This document describes the sources of interactions to be considered by

the Site Evaluation Team in accordance with the procedures of the Systems

Interaction Program (SIP) Manual (Reference 2).

All nonseismically qualified systems, structures. and components located

within the vicinity of a target, which do not conform to the Source

Acceptance Criteria (Appendix 8 to the SIP Manual) are potential sources

of interactions. When such a source is postulated to interact with a

target in a significant manner. it is documented on an IDS in accordance

with SIP procedures.

C-4
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Xn addition to the sources that are a part of the engineered design of

the plant, the Site Evaluation Team may encounter "non-design" entities

in the plant or non-seismic phenomena. Examples of such items and

clarifying guidance follow:

a. For a plant under construction, numerous temporary construction items

would be encountered (for example, construction scaffolding,

construction air or gas lines, flushing lines, welding machines, tool

chests, etc.), These items are generally removed during the normal

course of construction completion. They need not be documented

unless the Site Evaluation Team has reason to believe any of these

items would have the potential to remain during plant operation and

thus be possible sources of an interaction with a target.

b. Tn order to operate and maintain a plant, Nuclear Plant Operations

(NPO) may install equipment that can be permanent, semi-permanent or

transient (for example, test apparatus, work benches, cabinets, spare

equipment, removable lead shield, etc.). NPO housekeeping procedures

address many of these items. However, if the Site Evaluation Team

encounter s these potential interaction sources and they appear to be

permanent. these items should be documented on an XDS.

c. During the course of a walkdown with the plant under construction,

the Site Evaluation Team may observe conditions appearing to be

related to construction deficiencies (for example, incomplete

construction. missing support clips, nuts and bolts, bent instrument

C-5
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tubing, unsupported equipment, etc. ). The Site Evaluation Team

should document these discrepancies on an IDS iF the Team feels that

they may not be corrected during the normal course of construction

completion. The IDSs will be tracked and closed in accordance with

SIP procedures (exclusive of technical review and final verification

walkdowns) .

d. Postulated interactions may occur as a result of tight clearances

between unrelated items and/or thermal growth of piping systems (both

source and target piping). These types of interactions may occur

even without seismic excitation. If Site Evaluation Team encounters

a combination of source and target seismic and thermal motions, they
I

should determine if potential detrimental interactions exist. IF

such interactions are found as a result of postulated thermal growth,

they should be documented on XDSs and will be tracked and closed in

accordance with SXP procedures (exclusive of technical review and

final verification walkdowns).

e. It the Team observes any other deficiencies during a plant walkdown,

and feels a deficiency is potentially significant and would not be

addressed by other existing programs, studies, or procedures, the

Team shou'ld document said deficiency on an IDS. However, in regard

to items (a) through (e) above, the intent and focus of the Site

Evaluation Team is the identification of seismically induced

interactions between nonseismically qualified sources and SISIP

targets.

C-6
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C.4 CLARXFXCATIONS TO SOURCE ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR SITE EVALUATION TEAN

This section incorporates the walkdown experience to date and provides

the Team with the additional clarifications to the source acceptance

criteria. This is to ensure optimum effectiveness in identifying genuine

interactions and reducing the emphasis on documenting trivial or

non-cred ible interac tions .

Experience with the source acceptance criteria has revealed that certain

clarifications are necessary for optimum application of these criteria.

Sections of the source criteria require further distinction to ensure

that the Site Evaluation Team is aware of other potentially suspect

source configurations that may not be explicitly addressed in Appendix B.

Conversely. descriptions contained in'he Appendix B criteria specify

certain types of source failure in all instances. Experience has shown

that certain physical configurations need not be considered suspect in

all cases.

C. 4. 1 Structural Source Evaluation

Civil Criterion CF1 states than any nonsafety-related structural

or achitectural element is assumed to fail unless seismic

qualification by analysis, test, or comparison to similar

qualified elements has been performed. Certain structural or

architectural elements need not be evaluated to such stringent

criteria, but rather can be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

Examples include:

0183L/0175P-10
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A structural element (such as a hoist monorail) that is

well-braced in all three directions, that has no

questionable connection details or anchorages, and for

which deflection or interference is not a concern

may be considered as having satisfactory configurations and

documented accordingly.

Architectural elements such as metal-lath and plaster

partition walls. Localized cracking, chipping, or spalling

of the plaster is a more credible failure than gross

failure of the wall. Interactions between such walls and

targets passing through the wall or in the vicinity of the

wall should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

Other minor architectural elements (e.g., doors, hatch

covers. handrails, ladders, grating, building siding),

which by their basic design have strong anchorages relative

to their mass, should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

C. 4. 2 Nechanical Source Evaluation

a ~ Nechanical Criterion MFl relates to overturning of "tanks,

pumps, filters or other unsupported equipment..." This

equipment is typically not unsupported, but rather, as a

minimum. secured with anchor bolts. The strength of such

0103 L/0175P-11
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Class II anchorages may be difficult to determine by the

walkdown team. Therefore, overturning criteria will be

applied to equipment that is anchored as well as the

unsupported equipment specified in MF1.

In many instances, the equipment specified in MF1 may

contain attached piping that provides significant

restraint. The eff'ect of the attached piping may be

evaluated on a case-by-case basis. This additional

supporting configuration may be used as justification for

the Site Evaluation Team to conclude that the equipment

will not overturn.

Criterion MF2 assumes failure at the junction of valve

operator upper structure and the valve body for all

motor-operated and air-operated valves. all gear-operated

valves with upper structure lengths greater than 12 inches,

and all handwheel-operated valves with upper structure

masses greater than the body/bonnet mass. Clarifications

to this criteria include:

1) Supported valve operators are not necessarily assumed

to fail.

2) Valve operators are not necessarily assumed to fail if
the line is well-supported, and if the valve operator

yoke is strong relative to the mass and geometry of the

C-9
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operator, where weak connections are not identified. These

clarifications require evaluation by the Site Evaluation

Team on a case-by-case basis.

C. 4. 3 Electrical Source Evaluation

a) Criteria EFl, EF2, and EF3 deal with, overturning and/or

support failure of unsupported, floor-mounted, and

wal'1-mounted electrical equipment, respectively. While

these criteria are reasonably clear. much of the electrical

equipment does not fall into these three categories and

requires further distinction.

Unsupported electrical equipment is not a common

phenomenon; the equipment is usually secured with anchor

bolts. The clarifications contained in C1.4.2 (a),

Mechanical Criterion MF1 with respect to equipment

anchorages, may be also applied to electrical equipment.

A large portion of electrical equipment has rigid iron

conduits attached which provide significant restraint. The

restraint serves as sufficient basis to preclude equipment

support failure and/or overturninq. Credit for the

restraint provided by attached conduits should be evaluated

on a case-by-case basis.

C-10
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There are many cases where the electrical equipment is

floor-mounted and also wall-braced. Support failure and

overturning, need not be automatically postulated in these

cases. The Site Evaluation Team should evaluate panel

weight in relation to the support strength and connection

details and make an assessment of the failure potential

accordingly.

Raceway Criterion RF1 assumes support failure of cable tray

systems that have vertical support spacing exceeding eight

feet ~ This implicitly assumes all cable tray support

systems are acceptable, provided the support spacing is

eight feet or less. The Team should evaluate cable tray

support systems on a case-by-case basis with the following

considerations in mind:

1) Does the support system exhibit noticeable weaknesses

such as lack of lateral or longitudinal bracing7

2) What is the strut length of the vertical support? Do

long strut length supports have stronger members to

compensate for the larger bending moments and torsion

that will be present7

C-'11
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3) Does the support system possess any weak connection

details7

4) If a cable tray system consists of numerous large,

full cable trays, are the cable tray supports

correspondingly stronger7

It is important that the Site Evaluation Team carefully,

consider these clarifications to the electrical source

criteria. Comparison of source cable tray support systems

to Class I details can be used as a guide. Any potentially

suspect configurations should be documented by the Team.

C.4.4 HVAC Source Evaluation

HVAC Criterion HF1 specifies vertical support spacing for various

sizes and shapes of HVRC ducts. If the support spacing is equal

to or less than the specified value, support failure may not

necessarily be assumed. However, if the duct in question is not

installed with structural steel seismic supports (reducing duct

deflection) and the dead weight supports are thin-gauge sheet

metal straps. then support failure should be postulated

regardless of support spacing. The thin-gauge sheet metal

supports have limited load-carrying capability and may be subject

to fatigue if the duct is free to deflect.

C-12
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C. 4. 5 Pi in Source Evaluation

Piping Criterion PFl relates to postulated failure of

threaded connections four inches in diameter and greater

for all mechanical couplings. However, acceptability (or

failure) of these connections is also dependent upon how

the piping is supported. If the piping system has

bilateral supports installed on either side of the

connection, the piping may be sufficiently restrained that

connection failure need to be automatically assumed. These

instances require case-by-case evaluation by the Site

Evaluation Team. Conversely, if the piping system has

little restraint, failure of smaller diameter threaded

connections should be postulated by the Team.

b. Piping Criterion PF3 assumes failure of fixed-end rod

hangers due to lateral pipe displacement. The basis behind

this criterion is the observation from the Great Alaska

Earthquake that short fixed-end threaded rods failed as a

result of bending moments induced by pipe deflection that

concentrated the strain at the fixed end. Given the'basis

behind this failure criterion, there are certain config-

urations that require clarification. These include:

C-13
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1) Failure of fixed-end rod hangers need not necessarily

be postulated to fail if the line is well-restrained by

bilateral supports. Zn this instance the failure

mechanism is not present, and the rod hangers may be

considered as competent dead weight supports.

2) Long fixed-end rod hangers supporting small bore piping

with limited flexibility need not necessarily be

assumed to fail. Again, the failure mechanism is not

present in this configuration. The Site Evaluation

Team should, however. evaluate the piping and hangers

for other failure modes .

3) Rods supporting very small loads relative to their load

capability need not necessarily be assumed to fail.

For example, rod hangers with span lengths in

accordance with AMSX 831.1 for 3/4-inch carbon steel

air line or a 2-inch copper air header carry such small

loads that failure of the rod need not be assumed.

However, the Team should evaluate such situations on a

case-by-case basis, keeping in mind that failure of the

fixed end may be credible if the rod is short or if the

pipe has great flexibility.

C-14
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4) There are several types of fixed-end rod hangers that

are not necessarily true "fixed end" configurations,

nor can be they considered as clevis connections. The

flexibility and moment-carrying capability of these

connections (and their failure potential) need to be

considered by the Team on a case-by-case basis.

Criterion PF4 assumes failure of pipe support systems that

do not meet the ANSX 831.1 support spacing requirements.

These requirements are intended for horizontal runs of pipe

and do not specifically address vertical runs of pipe. The

dead weight support on a horizontal run of pipe adjacent to

a long unsupported run of vertical pipe should be evaluated

by the Site Evaluation Team for potential failure

regardless of the support spacing on the horizontal run of

pipe. This will require evaluating the dead weight

supports on the top and bottom of a vertical pipe run.

d. Criterion PF5 specifies lateral pipe displacements for

various size lines simply supported at certain span

lengths. This criterion assumes that the entire pipe span

deflects the full amount specified. For example, a 1-inch

Schedule 00 line with support span length of 22.7 feet is

assumed to displace laterally 23 ~ 7 inches.

C-15
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Appendix 0 criteria is not explicit for extrapolations to

substantially different support span lengths. The

following clarifications are provided for Criterion PF5:

1) At bilateral supports, three-way restraints, and anchor

points, pipe deflection is limited to the gap provided

in the support design.

2) For rod or strut-supported piping, piping deflection at

those support points is limited to the arc through

which the rod or strut can travel.

3) Xn many instances, pipe lateral deflection is limited

by unrelated but intervening structures (either source

or target components). Credit may be allowed for

restraint by intervening structures, provided the

structure is capable of withstanding the impact load

from the deflecting line.

Based on the above clarifying guidance, piping lateral

deflections at midspan points between supports can be

conservatively evaluated by the Site Evaluation Team.

C-16
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Considerations not specifically addressed in Appendix 0 for

evaluating piping sources. but found to be useful guidance

to the Site Evaluation Team, are described below.

1) Cast iron piping is assumed to fail unless it is

supported with bilateral supports. Xn addition, cast

iron pipe connections, including leaded joints and

no-hub "plumbing type" couplings (rubber gasket with

stainless steel band), are assumed to fail unless the

piping is bilaterally supported on either side of the

connection.'nsupported fittings or sections of cast

iron pipe with such connections are to be assumed to

fail.

2) Evaluation of impact between source and target piping

(or other sources and targets) requires consideration

of the following items:

o Xs the source deflecting or falling onto the 0arget'>

o What is the orientation of the target7 Xf the

target is vertical line, it may receive only a

glancing blow from a falling object, but may be

subject to a deflecting source.

, C-17
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o Nhat is the relative size, effective mass. and

strength (i.e., pipe material and wall thickness)

of the source and target7

o Nhat is the effective impact area7 This is

affected by orientation and shape of the source and

target. The effect of insulation on source and

target piping results in energy absorption by the

insulation.

o Through what distance is the source deflecting or

postulated to fall7 This obviously affects the

impact energy.

o Oo intervening structures tend to reduce or

eliminate impact loads on targets7

o Is the target a pressure boundary7 Impact loads to

a line under pressure can be more significant than

the same impact load to a similar sized rigid iron

electrical conduit.

o Is the impact load to the target near a support

point or at mid-span7 This affects the amount of

flexibility the target will have to absorb the

impact as well as the effect the impact load will

have on support capability.

C-18
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o Does the target have small appurtenances that are

especially prone to damage'? For example, 3/4 inch

drain and vent lines off large bore piping are to

be cons idered subs tantial ly more vulnerable than

the piping itself.

The Site Evaluation Team should take a very conser-

vative position in considering evaluations. The

majority of the clarifications addressed in this

guideline reflect a more conservative application of

the Appendix B criteria. Other clarifications that

have been made were based on the practical experience

of the earlier walkdown efforts. The overa'll guidance

to the Team, however, is: When in doubt, document the

concern and indicate on the XDS a recommendation for

further analysis.

C-19
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